"SHAMS" Center: Electing Gilad Erdan Vice President of UN General Assembly, is a Political Transgression

Ramallah- Human Rights and Democracy Media Center "SHAMS", condemns electing the Israeli occupation state’s ambassador to the United Nation, Gilad Erdan, vice preside of the UN general assembly, by the general assembly members. “SHAMS” considers electing Erdan to a high profiled position reflects the double standards that the states, who voted pro the decision, apply in their policies. Electing Erdan at this moment is a kind of reward for the occupation’s state that proceeds in its crimes against Palestinians and encouragement for its aggressive practices. “SHAMS” added that electing the ambassador of the occupation’s state, is nothing but an unforgivable political transgression.

“SHAMS” Center reminded the members of the General Assembly with the idiot act of the Israeli Ambassador who ripped the Human Right Council report, on 29/10/2021, in front of the world; the report which condemns the crimes of the occupation against Palestinians. The representatives of the states members in the General Assembly still remember the words of the Israeli ambassador when he said: “The appropriate place for this report is the trash can and this what we will do with it” and then ripped the report on public.

“SHAMS” Center called upon the United Nation to respect its principles and objectives, mainly protecting peace and security including applying the joint measures that eliminate the threatens on peace and block the aggressive attacks. Additionally, SHAMS called upon the United Nations to take measures to ensure abstaining from threatening the land and the political independence of the states. According to the statement, the United Nations should apply measures to enable Palestinians to enjoy self- determination and establish their independent state, alike the rest of the nations on the level of the world, based on the Internal Resolutions and Legitimacy related to the Palestinian question.
“SHAMS” Center emphasized that state parties should respect their international commitments including applying all the required measures to obligate the occupation’s state to respect its commitments under the mandate of the International Law. Obligating Israel to respect its commitments will lead to stop the attacks against Palestinians and aggressive practices including ongoing killing, ethnic cleansing, eviction, home demolition, and robbing the natural resources.
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